Spark a passion
				
for learning
Create a compassionate, caring school environment. Examine
how a change in teaching philosophy can help awaken the
passion for learning in students. Learn how to promote
kindness in the classroom, and understand the power of stories
in engaging students. Explore research-based strategies to
enhance teacher-student and peer relationships. Discover how
to inspire purpose, reach students’ hearts, and cultivate student
security, identity, and belonging.

Benefits
• Create safe, welcoming environments that encourage students to
be present and positive.
• Explore the importance for educators to both instruct and awaken
learners.
• Distinguish between methodical, metaphorical, and mystical truths,
and understand the role each plays in awakening the learner.
• Teach essential cognitive skills that align with the Common Core
State Standards.
• Promote student engagement using the self-system.
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The goal of the Awaken the Learner
campaign is to help teachers impact
students on a deeper level—to help
them experience truth and find purpose
within themselves—rather than just
hearing or memorizing information.”
—Awaken the Learner

Order today!

marzanoresearch.com/Awaken | 888.849.0851

Signature PD Service

Awaken the Learner Workshop
This workshop is a unique collaboration between Darrell Scott, the father of Rachel Scott, who was killed in the
1999 shooting at Columbine High School, and Dr. Robert J. Marzano, an educational researcher with 40 years
of experience.
Darrell, Dr. Marzano, and associates from Rachel’s Challenge and Marzano Research present two perspectives
on how to awaken students in the classroom. Darrell’s perspective reviews the history and philosophy behind
a system of education that reaches students’ hearts, not just their heads. Dr. Marzano’s perspective outlines
research-based strategies that teachers can use to both instruct and awaken learners, presenting a model of
student motivation that illuminates various ways students think, why they make certain decisions, and how they
can be inspired in the classroom.

Learning Outcomes
•

Learn the history and philosophy behind a unique approach to reaching students’ hearts.

•

Discover ways to create a culture and climate in your classroom that will awaken students to new possibilities.

•

Explore a model of behavior, decision making, and engagement that illuminates student motivation and actions
in the classroom.

•

Consider strategies for effectively and efficiently instructing learners.

•

Reflect on your own teaching practices and the extent to which they instill purpose and inspiration in students.

Learn more!

marzanoresearch.com/AwakenWorkshop
888.849.0851

